We Come From Old Virginia  Sam Ezersky, ENGR '17

ACROSS
1. James E. ___, UVA's ninth and current president
5. A whole bunch
9. Apt rhyme for "app"
12. Actor Mortensen of "The Lord of the Rings"
17. Island that sounds like a UVA attendee?
18. Striped Girl Scout cookie
19. Surprised greeting
21. Nut for a squirrel
22. Whom UVA students address as "Mr."
25. Scares away, as a pest
26. Border ___ (dog)
27. A-1 or J-10, in the game Battleship
29. Sufffix with differ
30. Space
31. Foul smell
32. Frye who was a kicker for UVA's football team
33. Something laid on October 6, 1817 ___ or a punny hint to the circled letters in 127-Across and 96-Down
36. Bit of change?
38. Dublin's land, to a Dubliner
39. Variety of pear
40. Lie in the sun
43. Bi- times four
46. Baby boomers' offspring, informally
48. Greek H
50. "Gimme just ___" ("Hold up")
51. Provider of stronger flavor, for instance
53. "Tell me everything you know!"
57. "Casino ___." (James Bond film)
59. Subject of an 1816 charter ___ or a punny hint to the circled letters in 80-Across
62. Where a director directs
64. Aier of "Nova" and "NewsHour"
65. Grassy field
66. Website with the tagline "Understand the News"
67. Learning environment coined by 22-Across
73. Tad
75. ___-Manuel Miranda of "Hamilton" fame
76. "Golly!"
77. The "D" of LCD
80. Where much teaching and learning is done
86. "Oh yeah, for real?"
87. Big name in multivitamins
90. Path between plane seats
91. Simple card game
92. Chemical element ending
93. UVA's Summer Enrichment Program, for one
94. "Sign me up!"
95. Francis, e.g.
96. Death notice in the paper
99. Coup d'___
101. Wee 'un
103. Building where UVA's 33- Across was laid
116. Modern remark about a big party scene
118. Head case?
120. What UVA's bicentennial celebrates
123. Bone near the fibula
124. Old-timey chipper greeting
125. It has keys that can't open doors, in a riddle
126. Eye part that becomes a school when its third letter is removed
127. Last non-A.D. year
128. Word in most of the Commandments
129. Superhero's accessory
130. One with a crystal ball

DOWN
1. Student org. partly found in Maury Hall
2. AOL alternative
3. Grab ___ of (seize)
4. PC key used for the right part of a keyboard
5. Mahal
6. Final Greek letter
7. Like a party pooper
8. Successfully on base
9. Trunk of the body
10. Sounds heard at the dentist's office
11. Southwestern U.S. capital
12. Flower holders
13. I, in German
14. Kind of flirty eyes
15. Reactions to an awful pun
16. How freelance work is typically done
18. Opposite of NNW
20. Word before circle or child
23. Sufffix with zillion
24. "Exit full screen" key
25. Totally icky dude
26. blush reaction?
29. Kylo ____ , foe in new "Star Wars" movies
30. Lowest level of Little League
31. "Don't worry about doing that"
35. [Blech!]
36. Mine, in French
37. Rash reaction?
38. "Exit full screen" key
39. X with zillion
40. Word before circle or child
41. Mine, in French
42. Coffee purchase with a milk substitute
43. "Now!," in a memo
44. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
45. [Blech!]
46. UVA hotel
47. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
48. Follower of the first stage of a video game, maybe
49. Whitesnake's "Here ___ Again"
50. "Someone turn on the A.C.!
51. Snow queen in "Frozen"
52. Network for business news
53. Burn badly
54. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
55. Letters of debt
56. "Someone turn on the A.C.!
57. Wedding words
58. Letters of debt
59. One with a crystal ball
60. Opposite of NNW
61. Something a child is paid
62. Something a child is paid
63. One with a crystal ball
64. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
65. Letters of debt
66. Head case?
67. Opposite of NNW
68. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
69. Opposite of NNW
70. Opposite of NNW
71. Opposite of NNW
72. Opposite of NNW
73. Department housed in Gilmer Hall, for short
74. The Cavalier ___ (former UVA hotel)
75. "Now!," in a memo
77. Olden days
79. Wyclif Jean's birthplace
80. www.virginia___
81. Didn't stay outside
82. Uncle of note
83. One of UVA's gyms, informally
84. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
85. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
86. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
87. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
88. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
89. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
90. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
91. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
92. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
93. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
94. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
95. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
96. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
97. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
98. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
99. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
100. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
101. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
102. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)
103. "I'm ___ Stupid" (funny T-shirt phrase)